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6

Abstract7

This study examines the impact of China?s currency swap agreements with Nigeria on U.S.8

dollar?s exchange rate with naira between 1999 and 2017 using Robust Least Squares9

(ROBUSTLS) technique. The results of the finding reveal that China?s currency swap10

agreement with Nigeria tends to have a reasonable impact on the exchange rate (value) of U.S.11

dollar. Since the existing works on bilateral currencies swap agreements between China and12

other countries (excluding Nigeria) reveal that the U.S. dollar dominates all other13

international currencies in trade settlement and with the aim of bypassing the U.S. dollar in14

international trades, this study therefore provides fresh empirical evidence on the impact of15

China?s currency swap agreements with Nigeria on the U.S. dollar?s exchange rate and16

concludes that China?s currency swap agreement with Nigeria will raise the exchange rate of17

naira and lower the value of the U.S. dollar with respect to Nigerian naira.18

19

Index terms— exchange rate, currency-swap, output, dollar, naira.20

1 I. Introduction21

he evolution of the foreign exchange market in Nigeria has been under the influence of some factors; changing22
patterns of international trade, political changes in the economy and structural shifts in production. Nigeria has23
adopted two main exchange regimes since the era of the oil boom in the 1970s: Direct administrative control24
exchange rate before 1986 and market regulated system introduced during Structural Adjustment Programme in25
1986. Since then, the country is still experimenting various market arrangements (Auction System, Dutch Auction26
System, Wholesale Dutch Auction System, and Rental Dutch Auction System) in determining the exchange rate27
of naira to US dollar (CBN, 2011; Umar and Soliu, 2009; Mojekwu, Okpala and Adeleke, 2011). Over the past 2028
years, the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has been intervening in the foreign exchange market because Nigerian29
naira-US dollar exchange rate has considerable influence on other socio -economic variables in Nigeria and part30
of this intervention has led to the recent bilateral currency swap agreement between the Peoples Bank of China31
(PBC) and the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN).32

By definition, currency swap deal consists of an agreement between at least one or two international central33
banks to swap their currencies, to ease trade transactions between both countries and this is devoid of exchange34
rate challenges. The central bank’s party to the swap transaction can lend the proceeds of the swap, against35
collaterals they deem adequate, to the commercial banks within their jurisdiction, to provide them with temporary36
liquidity in a foreign currency. Basically, this implies that a particular country would set aside certain amount37
of its currency(say Yuan) from which People or importers from the other country could directly exchange38
their currency (say Naira) at predetermined exchange rates, without first procuring any standard or vehicle39
currency(dollars/ pounds) to complete the transaction. Therefore, currency swap is designed to assist both40
countries in their foreign exchange reserves management, enhance financial stability, and protect business people41
from the harsh effects of vehicle/standard currency fluctuations.42

For instance, the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) signing of a RMB16-billion (amounting to nearly $2.4 billion43
or N720 billion) swap agreement with the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) on April 27, 2018 in Beijing, China44
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3 III. METHODOLOGY A) MODEL SPECIFICATION

implies that China will exchange RMB16 billion and receive Nigeria naira at a specified exchange rate (N72045
billion). Subsequently, CBN will inject RMB16 billion, and PBOC will inject N720 billion into their financial46
systems, which will be borrowed by domestic traders to pay for their imports from each other country. And when47
the agreement expires, PBOC and CBN will exchange the other nation’s currency at the same exchange rate.48
This currency swap deal between Nigeria and China (Naira and Yuan swap deal) has implications. According49
to Banwo and Ighodalo (2018), this will ease trade transactions between both countries, prevent exchange rate50
challenges with the United State dollar and significantly reduce the increasing pressure on the U.S. dollar, which51
has gone haywire in the foreign exchange market. Beyond this, the move by the Nigerian government will make52
trade between Nigeria -China less reliant on the US dollar and will ultimately strengthen our reserves ??CBN,53
2018).54

This study is organized into five sections: Section one is the Introduction, Section 2 focuses the literature55
review; section 3 deals with Methodology, variable measurement and sources of data. Section 4 discusses the56
results with their detailed analysis. Finally, Section 5 attempts to bring together the main findings for concluding57
remarks. However, there have been several studies on swap agreements, but none of these studies has empirically58
examined the impact of such currency swap agreement on the value of U.S. dollar in Nigeria but the only related59
empirical analysis we are aware of recently is that of Adhikari (2016), who examines the impact of Indonesia60
-China’s swap agreements on the value of the U.S. dollar and conclude that the currency swap agreement turned61
out to be insignificant, meaning that China’s swap agreement with Indonesia has no effect on the exchange rate62
(value) of the U.S. dollar and It should be noted that Adhikari (2016) conclusion cannot be directly extended63
to the Nigeria economy or other countries, given the differences in the objectives of the respective central banks64
currency swap agreements with China and socio -economic factors in these countries. While considering the65
impact of Nigeria’s currency swap agreement with China on Nigerian economy, Yelwa’s opinion in 2016 and66
other newspaper articles conclude that currency swap agreement will boost the Nigerian economy but failed to67
state by how much the swap agreement will affect the economy empirically since imports from China account for68
some percent of Nigeria’s annual imports, meaning that the swap deal will have effects on remaining percent of69
Nigeria’s total import which may definitely require dollar exchange rate. Atkins (2016) analyzes both the benefits70
and dangers of Nigeria’s swap agreement with China. To him, while increased trade with China is a benefit to71
Nigeria, a possible political turmoil is the danger of the swap agreement.72

2 II. Literature Review73

VanNess (2014), argues that the impact of China’s currency swap agreements with other countries on U.S.74
economy will have significant impact on dollar because international community will rely less and less on the75
dollar, thereby eliminating the dollar’s reserve currency status resulting in higher interest rates, a rise in prices,76
and a difficulty servicing the debts for the United States. In the same vein, Durden (2014) opines that China’s77
currency swap agreement may endanger U.S dollar and argues that as many countries, through currency swap78
agreements, begin to reject the dollar due to the exported inflation that is growing in nations that are relegated79
to having to hold them for global oil purchases, alternatives such as the Chinese Yuan will become a more viable80
option. On the contrary, authors like Murphy and Yuan (2009) on the US dollar and to prevent dollar squeeze,81
and the danger of operating a US-centric global financial system (Chen and Cheung, 2011). Some economists82
have considered this aggressive policy move as a clear signal of China’s efforts to internationalize RMB (Cheung,83
Ma, and McCauley, 2011). Therefore, Nigeria-China currency swap decision has the capacity of bringing double84
investment to the country from China and the U.S. because it is expected that the pressure on the USdollar and85
the value of the dollar to naira will come down, and as such, American investors will be willing to invest in the86
Nigerian economy. A lot of studies have considered the dangers and benefits as well as evaluating the impact of87
China’s currency swap agreements with other nations on the U.S. dollar’s exchange rate, but none of these studies88
on currency swap agreements, so far, have looked into the impact of such swap deal on the Dollar -Naira exchange89
rates (Adhikari, 2016). For example, Ibrahim Yelwa and other bureau de change operators in 2016 explain that90
the currency swap agreement will eliminate the challenges arising from dollar exchange transaction and promote91
business flexibility between Nigeria and China. According to them, the impact of the currency swap agreement92
between Nigerian and China will reduce trade imbalances and thereby boost the Nigerian economy, but their93
views lack empirical findings of the impact of the swap deal on US-dollar exchange rate in Nigeria. Likewise,94
Atkins (2016) concludes on both the costs and benefits of Nigeria’s currency swap agreement with China that95
increase in trade with China is a benefit to Nigeria, but a possible political turmoil is a danger that may arise96
from the swap agreement. Against this background, this study seeks to evaluate the impact of China’s currency97
swap agreements with Nigeria on the U.S. dollar’s exchange rate with naira. dollar since the United States still98
remains number one destination for Chinese exports and, as such the US will continue to build its dollar reserves99
because all transactions are still denominated in US-dollars.100

3 III. Methodology a) Model Specification101

This study adopts a modification approach of Irving Fisher’s equation as used by Adhikari (2016), given as Here102
M is the quantity of money supply in the economy, V is the velocity of domestic currency, P is the general price103
level, and Q is the real domestic output (GDP).104
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Dividing both sides of the equation ( ??) by Q yields105
Since the relationship shown in equation ( ??) is universal for any country of the world, thus, the specific106

equation for U.S. can be rewritten as Where, ?? * , ?? * , ?? * ???? ?? ?? * represent U.S.price level, money107
supply, the velocity of money, and real domestic output respectively. By substituting equations ( ?? Where, R108
is the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar and Nigerian naira, which is defined as number of the U.S. dollar109
needed to purchase one naira.110

By taking the natural logarithm of both sides of equation ( ??), it becomes Irving Fisher assumes that111
velocities of money are constant over time, then, ?????? + ?????? * = ?? 0 . Therefore, equation ( ??) becomes112
Stochastically, equation ( ??) takes an estimable form as:113

The a priori expectation is that, ?? will to be positive, because when domestic money supply (?? ?? ) rises,114
the domestic interest rate falls, causing a capital outflow and thereby forcing a surge in the exchange rate of115
domestic currency ( ?? ?? ). Also, ?? is expected to be positive, because when the foreign real GDP (?? ?? *116
) rises, the demand for money in the foreign country also rises, causing the interest rate in the foreign country117
to rise, which, in turn, causes a capital inflow into the foreign country and out of the domestic country, thereby118
forcing the exchange rate of domestic currency (?? ?? ) to rise. On the contrary, the sign of ?? is expected119
to be negative, because when foreign money supply (?? ?? * ) soars up, the interest rate there falls, causing a120
capital outflow from the foreign country and into the domestic country, and thereby forcing the exchange rate of121
domestic currency ( ?? ?? ) to fall. Similarly, the sign of ?? is expected to be negative, because when domestic122
real GDP (?? ?? ) rises, the transaction demand for money rises causing the interest rate at home to rise, which123
in turn, causes a capital inflow and forcing the exchange rate of domestic currency (?? ?? ) to fall.124

To capture the effect of previous value of the dependent variable on its current value, we include a one-period125
lagged value of the dependent variable,?? ???1 , as an additional explanatory variable of interest. Also, since126
the purpose of this study is to examine the effect China’s swap agreements on the value (exchange rate) of U.S.127
dollar with Nigerian naira, we include a swap dummy in equation (7). The swap dummy takes a value of 1 for the128
years since 2008 -the year in which China’s Bilateral Swap Agreements with Other Countries (Nigeria inclusive)129
began -and zero otherwise (see Appendix B). With the inclusion of the lagged value of the dependent variable130
and the swap dummy, equation ( ??) is respecified as follows:?? ?? = ?? 0 + ???? ???1 + ???? ?? + ???? ?? *131
? ???? ?? * ? ???? ?? + ??? + ?? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? (8)132

If ?? turns out to be negative and significant, we will conclude that China’s swap agreements will raise the133
exchange rate (lower the value) of the U.S. dollar concerning Nigerian naira.134

4 b) Estimation Techniques135

This study practically employs both descriptive and econometric techniques to achieve the stated objective.136
Descriptive statistics which involves the use of graph and tables and the econometric technique employed is137
Robust Least Squares (ROBUSTLS). The choice of this technique is as a result of the fact that Ordinary least138
squares estimators are sensitive to the presence of observations that lie outside the norm for the regression139
model of interest. The sensitivity of conventional regression methods to these outlier observations can result in140
coefficient estimates that do not accurately reflect the underlying statistical relationship. Thus, Robust Least141
Squares (ROBUSTLS) is designed to be robust, or less sensitive, to outliers. It is also designed to overcome some142
limitations of traditional parametric and non-parametric methods. There are three different methods for robust143
least squares: M-estimation (Huber, 1973) (Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987), and MM-estimation (Yohai 1987). The144
three methods differ in their emphases:145

? M-estimation addresses dependent variable outliers where the value of the dependent variable differs146
markedly from the regression model norm (large residuals).147

? S-estimation is a computationally intensive procedure that focuses on outliers in the regressor variables148
(high leverages).149

? MM-estimation is a combination of S-estimation and M-estimation. It addresses outliers in both the150
dependent and independent variables.151

The study, therefore, made use of MM-estimation method of Robust Least Squares (ROBUSTLS) technique152
so as to account for the outliers that exist in both the exogeneous and endogenous variables.153

5 c) Data: Measurement of Variable and Sources154

We made use of annual secondary data on the U.S. and Nigeria’s real gross domestic product (GDP). Also, data155
on the average exchange rate of the U.S. dollar with Nigerian naira as well as U.S. and Nigerian money supply.156
The information on China’s swap agreements with other countries is obtained from the data base of the People’s157
Bank of China (see Appendix A). Thus, the data sources are tabulated below: Figure 1 above reveals that the158
rate of growth of exchange rate (LE) over the sampled period remains minimally low and falls below 8 percent.159
Also, the growth rate of domestic output in Nigeria (LQ) began to rear above that U.S. economy in 2001 and160
maintained the pace throughout the study period. Nigeria’s money supply growth rate was between 13 and 15161
percent between 2000 and 2016. But U. S. money supply growth rate maintained a higher 27 to 29 percent than162
that of Nigeria. Thus, this noticeable greater growth rate of money supply in the U.S. economy portrays the163
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8 C) ROBUST LEAST SQUARES (ROBUSTLS) RESULTS

variable as an outlier among variables of interest in the study and this necessitates the use of an appropriate164
econometric technique to achieve the objective of the study.165

6 b) Correlation Analysis166

The correlation analysis coefficient measures the strength of the linear relationship between variables and bounds167
between -1 and +1 inclusive. Thus, correlations close to zero indicate no linear association between the variables,168
whereas correlations close to -1 or +1 indicate strong negative or positive relationship respectively between169
the variables. For a negative perfect correlation, the coefficient is -1 while for positive perfect correlation, the170
coefficient is +1. The results in Table 1 indicate that all the variables have a strong positive relationship with171
each other. In summary, the results of the correlation analysis above imply that there is no multicollinearity172
among the variables; therefore, the research can proceed with the estimations procedure. The results reveal that173
all the variables but except of U. S. real output (q) are significant at 5 percent level. Also, Nigeria and U.S.174
money supplies (m and m*) have a positive relationship with the Nigeria-U.S. exchange rate (e) which implies175
that an increase (decrease) in Nigeria and U.S. money supplies raises (lowers) the U.S. dollar’s exchange rate. On176
the other hand, the negative signs associated with the variable, q and q* indicate that an increase (decrease) in177
Nigeria’s and U.S.real output lowers (raises) the U.S. dollar’s exchange rate. Also, the variation of the dependent178
variable {exchange rate (e)} is accounted for by 63 percent of the changes of the independent variables. However,179
our interest is in swap dummy which turned out to be significant at 5 percent, indicating that China’s swap180
agreement with Nigeria (in April 2018) tends to have a significant impact on the exchange rate (value of) U.S.181
dollar.182

7 V. Conclusion183

China began signing bilateral swap agreements with other countries of the world in December 2008. As at today,184
the Asian country has signed Currency Swap Agreements with 35 countries, Nigeria inclusive. In this spectacular185
bilateral swap agreement, two trading partners agree to exchange a stipulated amount of domestic currency for a186
foreign currency in the amount determined by a specified exchange rate within a specified period. And when the187
swap agreement expires, the two nations would make a reverse exchange of the remaining amount of the foreign188
currency at the same exchange rate. Initially aimed at bypassing the189

8 c) Robust Least Squares (ROBUSTLS) results190

Table 2 below reports the Robust Least Squares results using MM-estimation method which accounted for the191
outliers that existing in the study variables. U.S. dollar in international trades and thereby keeping bilateral192
trades unaffected by the fluctuations in the value of the dollar, China’s bilateral swap agreements (BSAs) are193
also seen as China’s attempt to establish its domestic currency (Yuan) as an international currency.194

From the findings of this study, the swap dummy appeared significant; indicating that China’s swap agreement195
with Nigeria tends to have a reasonable effect on the exchange rate (value) of the U.S. dollar. The results of the196
findings are indeed contrary to the findings of Adhikari (2016) which reveal that China’s swap agreement with197
Indonesia does not affect the exchange rate (value) of the U.S. dollar.198

The findings of our study are not unconnected with the fact that Nigeria is an import-dependent economy199
and the country imports heavily from China. So, if the U.S. dollar is by-passed and the China domestic currency200
(Yuan) takes center stage, Nigerian economy stands a better chance due to the fact that Nigeria’s real output and201
the value of swap dummy variables are both negative in Table 2. Since the coefficient of swap dummy variable202
turns out to be negative and significant, we will conclude that China’s swap agreements will raise the exchange203
rate of naira and lower the value of the U.S. dollar with respect to Nigerian naira. 1204
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Figure 1:

Year 2019
32
Volume XIX Issue III Version I
E )
(
Global Journal of Human Social Science -

[Note: conclude that China’s currency swap agreements pose no danger to US-© 2019 Global Journals]

Figure 2:

1

Variables e m m* q q*
e 1.000000
m 0.823292 1.000000
m* 0.909562 0.902364 1.000000
q 0.829241 0.977828 0.930758 1.000000
q* 0.861633 0.971310 0.924016 0.972935 1.000000

Figure 3: Table 1 :
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8 C) ROBUST LEAST SQUARES (ROBUSTLS) RESULTS

2

Variable Coefficient Std. Error z-Statistic Prob.
m 0.576554 0.187066 3.082081 0.0021
m* 0.647420 0.193268 3.349852 0.0008
q -0.072166 0.117737 -0.612940 0.5399
q* -1.932966 0.619578 -3.119810 0.0018
? -0.491099 0.149244 -3.290574 0.0010
R-squared = 0.634387 Adjusted R-squared = 0.529926

Figure 4: Table 2 :
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